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Abstract Although many agronomic researchers currently
focus on designing and developing decision support systems,
they rarely discuss the methodological implications of such
work. In this paper, with the examples of two decision support
systems, we propose methodological elements for conducting
the participatory design of such tools. Our proposition aims at
building dialogue between designers and users but also be-
tween humans, tools and work situations. We focus on two
main stages: first, a diagnosis of the uses of decision tools
within current working situations and, second, the use of a
prototype of the tool under design. The first stage serves to
characterize the diversity of uses and user situations in order to
determine the tool’s flexibility and to identify new concepts for
tools. The second stage involves setting up an arrangement
whereby a prototype of the decision support tool, open to

amendment, can be used in work-like situations and then dis-
cussed during debriefing sessions among designers and users.
This stage mediates dialogue between all the participants and
allows them to develop cross-learning processes. We discuss
how these two stages allow for a coordinated expansion of
three spaces: the concept space, the knowledge space and the
use space. We then discuss the need for such participatory
design processes described as dialogical design processes and
their contribution to produce new agronomic knowledge sup-
porting a more sustainable agriculture. Finally, we point out a
need to provide more opportunity for scientific discussion on
participatory design approaches and on design methodology
more broadly within the agronomic community.

Keywords Participatory design . Decision support tool .

Dialogical design . Yield gap analysis . Genotype×
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1 Introduction

AsMeynard and Sebillotte (1989) pointed out, the design and
development of decision support tools in agriculture has be-
come a major objective for agronomists. More and more tools
are now being offered, based primarily on advances in mod-
elling and automated data capture in the field. These tools
increasingly make use of the access to facilities afforded by
the internet. Yet, although this engineering activity (design
and development of decision support tools) is a crucial part of
many agronomist-researchers' work, the improvement of de-
sign methodologies is rarely discussed within the agronomic
community. In fact, even though numerous papers have been
published about decision support systems (3,806 papers over a
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40-year period, according to the results of a search proce-
dure run in the CABI database with the TOPIC request
‘decision support system*’), few focus on describing and
discussing design methodologies. The papers which discuss
these aspects are often those which question the lack of use
of the so-called ‘decision support tools’ by farmers, advi-
sors or policymakers (see Boote et al. 1996; Cox 1996;
Hammer et al. 2002; Matthews et al. 2002; McCown and
Parton 2006, and Woodward et al. 2008). To explain the
low level of use of decision support tools, these authors
have often mentioned the contrast between the model of-
fered and the way farmers make decisions, which has
mostly led them to advocate participatory design methods
(McCown 2002; Carberry et al. 2002; Breuer et al. 2008;
Jakku and Thorburn 2010). Participation has become a very
fashionable term. As Pretty pointed out several years ago
(Pretty 1995), ‘the term “people's participation” [is] now part
of the normal language of many development agencies, includ-
ing nongovernment organizations, government departments
and banks […]. It is such a fashion that almost everyone says
that participation is part of their work. This has created many
paradoxes. […]. More often than not, people are asked or
dragged into partaking in operations of no interest to them, in
the very name of participation’. The vision of participation that
we advocate here would match the one described by McCown
(2001) suggesting the need for a shift from ‘a design paradigm
to one featuring dialogue in order to construct relevance to
practice’. But in this paper, we additionally insist on the fact
that dialogue is required not only to put a model into use in a
decision support system, but also to design themodel itself.We
therefore propose that such participatory design be called a
dialogical design process, and suggest some methodological
insights on such a process.

Our dialogical design methodology was developed from
two participatory projects on agronomic decision support
tools. This methodology emphasizes two main stages: the
diagnosis of uses and the setting up of an arrangement
between designers and users based on the use of a prototype.
We first present the two design projects from which we
developed our methodology, and the two stages of this
methodology. We then describe the outcomes of both stages.
Before concluding, we open the discussion on some more
generic considerations about design methodology and pro-
pose that the design of decision support in agriculture be
based on the challenging of three main dimensions which
are intertwined in the design process: (1) a new concept to
develop (i.e. the first idea for a tool to be designed), (2)
knowledge, notably scientific, to be incorporated into the
tool, which already exists or has yet to be produced, and (3)
work situations in which the tool may or may not find a use.
We then discuss the idea that dialogical design is aimed at
creating learning environments for both practitioners and
scientists.

2 Materials and methods

2.1 Agronomic tools designed in the two projects

Our two examples concern the design of decision support tools
intended to promotemore environmentally friendly agriculture.
The first, which we worked on from 2000 to 2004, aimed to
avoid applying unnecessary fungicide treatments for sclerotinia
on oilseed rape. To develop more environmentally friendly
practices as regards crop disease control, CETIOM (French
technical institute for the development of oil crops) decided
in the 1990s to design a decision support system to avoid
routine treatments for sclerotinia (sclerotinia sclerotiorum
(lib.) de Bary) in oilseed rape.Whereas the disease significantly
affects yields only 2 years out of 10 on average in France
(Penaud and Kazmar 2001), most farmers spray routinely in
regions where rape is frequent in the rotation. The objective of
the new decision support system was to allow advisors or
farmers to evaluate infection in the field at an early stage, before
the effects of the disease were noticeable, and thus to identify
situations where the treatment could be avoided. When our
study began in 2000, different tools were being designed
simultaneously to respond to this need: an evaluation table of
risks in the field, based on information on the cropping systems
(Taverne et al. 2001); a ‘petal kit’ measuring the percentage of
infected flowers by incubating a sample of flowers in a Petri
dish (Cacérès et al. 2001; Taverne et al. 2003); and agro-
climatic simulation models of the infection of rape by scleroti-
nia (Taverne 2001). Only the kit was tested beforehand in
experimental conditions.

The second project, which we studied from 2003 to 2008,
was designed to characterize winter wheat cultivars in order to
identify those best suited to different agronomic situations.
After being aimed mainly at increasing yields, plant breeding
for winter wheat in France now includes other factors such as
grain quality and disease tolerance (Lonnet 1997). Perfor-
mance regarding these factors is required for a cultivar to be
officially registered and commercialized. This registration is
based on experimental data from a national network of trials
coordinated by the GEVES (study group for cultivars and
seeds). Other experimental networks exist, set up by the
breeders or the R&D bodies, to give advice on the cultivars
to choose and how to grow them. To make the most of such
networks of cultivar trials and to better define cultivar toler-
ance to certain limiting factors (nitrogen deficiency, water and
heat stress, diseases, etc.), agronomists proposed a model
based on yield gap analysis. This model reveals the limiting
factors found in a given network. It then assesses the tolerance
to these limiting factors of the different cultivars in the net-
work (Lecomte et al. 2010), by analysing the differences in
behaviour of the cultivars from one trial site to another, due to
genotype–environment interactions (GEI) (Brancourt-Hulmel
et al. 1999). At the beginning of our work on that project, a
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statistical model using input variables to be collected on the
networks had been built and validated on several datasets. The
designers planned to implement this model so that it could
become a tool used by plant breeders, specialists in charge of
cultivar registration and advisors, to characterize the cultivars
better and to integrate GEI more fully into the assessment of
cultivar performance.

In both projects, the researchers were aware that the repre-
sentations of the biophysical situations they had elicited in the
model they had built may differ from the representations that
the practitioners would have to handle in these situations.
They were likewise aware that tools introducing new infor-
mation and new ways to assess this information would have to
fit with current decision processes and with the purposeful and
collective activity for which they were to be used. They
therefore decided to develop rough prototypes whose interface
or even underlying model could be reworked.

2.2 Methodology to take account of uses when designing
agronomic support tools

Our methodology emphasizes two main stages: the diagno-
sis of uses and the setting up of an arrangement between
designers and users based on the use of a prototype.

2.2.1 First stage: the diagnosis of uses to analyse
the users' work situations and the uses of existing tools

Many prototyping approaches start the design process with a
diagnosis in order to formulate the requirements better, mainly
for the design of cropping or livestock systems (e.g. Dogliotti et
al. 2003; Stoorvogel et al. 2004). This is usually an agronomic
diagnosis which identifies the diversity of cropping or hus-
bandry practices and relates them to the performance obtained
(e.g., yield, qualitative variables, environmental impacts). The
aim of this diagnosis is to detect the causes of failure to reach
the expected performance (Doré et al. 2008); it may also
suggest solutions. We suggest that such a diagnosis be com-
pleted by a ‘diagnosis of uses’ on the way the decision tools are
applied in various work situations. This has two objectives. The
first is to identify the diversity of situations in which the tools
will help to solve a problem (e.g. to control a rape disease or to
identify useful characteristics for new cultivars). The situation,
as we understand it, includes: (1) the way potential users take
their decisions when faced with a problem; (2) the constraints
(technical, organizational, etc.) theymay face when implement-
ing solutions to this problem; (3) their own representation and
interpretation of the biophysical processes and of their action
on it. The second objective is to characterize better the uses that
potential users make of the existing tools for taking such
decisions. We try to identify how the users have fitted the
existing tools into their decision and action processes, how
the new tool will complement or replace these tools, and what

should be modified to render this process more effective from
the users' points of view. Note that when the Sclerotinia design
project started, neither farmers nor advisors had tools to make
decisions on treatments. We have therefore set out to under-
stand the ways in which farmers and advisors operate on
relatively similar problems, by studying how they use manage-
ment tools to decide on treatments for wheat diseases.

This diagnosis of uses was built from semi-structured inter-
views with potential users of the tools under design (see Fig. 1
for details, as well as Lecomte et al. 2010 and Taverne and
Cerf 2009). To characterize the diversity of uses of existing
tools in our two design projects, we proposed three comple-
mentary points of view. The first is cognitive. It characterizes
the diversity of ways of representing the agronomic problem.
The second one concerns the diversity of ways in which the
tools are used to take decisions. It is a functional point of view
which combines the ‘why’ we use the tool with the ‘how’ we
produce reliable and useful information with it. The third point
of view allows us to take account of the constraints which the
actors may experience in using the tools efficiently. Might
these constraints influence the way the tool is used in a
compatible way with its validity domain, or not? We call this
an operational point of view. These three points of view
enrich the way agronomists look at users, as they rarely take
on board the cognitive dimension.

2.2.2 Second stage: setting up an arrangement around
a prototype to put into motion the concept, the knowledge
and the users' work situations

The second stage of our methodology aims at building
interactions with users around prototype tools, based on
the characteristics of their work situations and the assump-
tions about how they could use the tools, identified during
the diagnosis. The challenge is to set up an arrangement
which may set in motion the knowledge contained in the
tool, the problems likely to be resolved by using it, and the
ways of making decisions or a diagnosis. The arrangement
should bring to light what may appear to be impossible or
incomprehensible during the use of the tool in work situa-
tions. Successive loops might be required to settle agree-
ments about: (1) the way to describe and to interpret the
‘real world’ at least in the working situations of the potential
users, and (2) the concept and the way of making it opera-
tional through a coupling between the tool and its users'
work situations. The setting up of the designers–users ar-
rangement was based on two inseparable stages in our two
design projects: the handling of the tool by the users in
work-like situations, and the ‘debriefing’.

– The handling is based on the idea of putting the users
into a realistic work situation in which the prototype
may be used. At this stage, the designers have to solve
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the tension between developing a prototype that is com-
plete enough to bemanipulated easily, and keeping options
open enough. In our two design projects, usable prototypes
then had to be built (Fig. 1). The validity of their outputs
was however not sufficient for them to be used in real-
work situations, although it would have improved the
process to be able to observe a few such situations. The
observation cannot be representative, but should enable
designers to grasp more fully how users apply the tools
and what they say about them during the debriefings.
Collective and individual sessions for handling the proto-
type, according to different scenarios of work situations,
were then organized in our two design projects.

In the case of sclerotinia, users did not all handle the
prototypes in the same way. Advisors from two regions
with different rotations and treatment practices used the
prototype kit and table (for details, see Fig. 1) when rape
was flowering (stage G2) and before it was necessary to
decide on fungicide treatments. Kits were not provided to
farmers, but at meetings we showed them the kit and

photos of its use, and explained how it was used, from
the gathering of petals to the analysis of the results. The
table was filled in during this meeting as well. In the focus
groups, discussions were organized around various sce-
narios which each combined the stages of collection and
treatment of data differently. The scenarios included var-
ious contexts of use, emphasizing most particularly the
dynamics of infection and the effect of using products of
varying costs to treat the crop. These methods of handling
aimed at: (1) including the diversity of users and agro-
nomic conditions during this stage; (2) bringing to light
the organizational conditions to guarantee the interpreta-
tion of the results from the kit and provide timely advice
to rule out the idea of treating; (3) allowing the users to
assess the validity of the kit in conditions which differ
from those for which its reliability had already been
evaluated, and (4) weighting criteria (price of treatments,
effects on the environment and on yield) in order to reveal
the dependence of the intervention threshold on various
combinations of these criteria.

Fig. 1 Details about our two design projects: description of the work context, of the tools and of the methods used for each of the two stages. At the
top, cultivar assessment design project; at the bottom, sclerotinia treatment design project
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In the case of cultivar assessment, the Diagvar proto-
type computer program was tried out by three groups of
people (a group of plant breeders from four different firms,
one of the advisors from the French R&D institute for
cereals, and one of the specialists of cultivar registration;
see Fig. 1), during a quiet period for those involved, and
not at the actual time when cultivars have to be evaluated.
To stick as much as possible to their work situations, we
proposed that the users experience the tool on a range of
their own recent datasets, over a 1- to 3-week period. We
asked those involved to choose, within this dataset, the
combination of trials for which they wanted to do a
diagnosis. We then could discuss whether the tool yielded
results consistent with the limiting factors identified by the
users in the trials on the basis of their own expertise. We
also discussed the diversity of configurations which inter-
ested them and how this might influence the stability of
the results provided by the tool.

The work of handling the tools in the two projects was
usually done on an individual basis (one prototype per
person), although a prior group stage was organized to
present the prototypes and explain that the aim was to go
back over its characteristics, be they cognitive, functional
or operational. The work on the scenarios combining
different actors in the sclerotinia case was organized in
groups (a group of farmers only, farmers together with
advisors, and advisors alone; see Fig. 1) as it aimed to
discuss the organizational assumptions and to find out
what was possible or unacceptable

– The debriefing allows the participants to go back over
what they have done with the tool, what they did not
succeed in doing, and what they would have liked to have
done. It consists in looking back, mainly collectively, on
the way the prototype has been used, the information it has
given and its relevance, the difficulties of its use, and its
advantages. It may deal with results the users did not
understand, discrepancies between diagnoses made with
the tool and those they would have made without it, etc.
Due to the diversity of users and the places and times in
which they operated, we were unable to observe directly
what they did with the prototypes. They were therefore
asked to note down their achievements in this respect, or
the causes of difficulties or errors. However, the users
generally did not have time to note down such informa-
tion. We therefore organized debriefing sessions, making
the best of whatever records the users did have concerning
the prototype and whatever they were able to remember.

For sclerotinia, the petal kit was used by a large number
of participants (50, Fig. 1). The debriefing on use of the kit
and the table was done on an individual basis. We tried to
find out what had been done with them, and to explore the
problems that the users had been able to identify when
trying them out. This exploration was done during an

interview organized to discuss the tools and their use from
the cognitive, functional and operational points of view.
Finally, the interview ended with a discussion on changes
that could bemade to resolve the problems identified. In the
work with focus groups the prototype was not really used,
and the discussion revolved around scenarios, often with a
combination of simulation and evaluation of the scenarios.

For the cultivar assessment tool, the debriefing was
organized by forming groups of users working together
but possibly having different occupations (for example a
plant breeder and a head of cultivar development in a plant
breeding firm). During the debriefings, they went over the
problems they had encountered with the various datasets
they chose to analyse with the prototype tool Diagvar.

3 Results and discussion

3.1 First stage: a way to devise new concepts for tools and to
work on the flexibility required in the tools

3.1.1 Characteristics of the use situations

As explained in the preceding section, we used three comple-
mentary points of view to characterize the diversity of situa-
tions in which the tools may help to solve a problem, and the
uses of existing tools in these situations. Table 1 shows these
three points of view within each project. The study of the
cognitive point of view shows significant differences between
designers' and users' representations of the problem. For in-
stance, in the case of sclerotinia, whereas the agronomists are
interested in the frequency of occurrence of a severe attack
(justifying a treatment), the farmers (‘users’) are mostly inter-
ested in avoiding situations resulting in such an attack. From a
functional point of view, there is a diversity of aims andways of
producing information: for instance, in the case of cultivar
assessment, the users distinguished different aims (registering,
breeding, developing, range designing, indexing and scoring
technological suitability), corresponding to different types of
trial networks (see Lecomte et al. 2010). Finally, the operational
point of view highlights the deep constraints to action experi-
enced by each actor. In the case of sclerotinia, the farmers have
to treat before the appearance of the disease, which means that
farmers and advisors have little time for gathering information.
In the case of cultivar assessment, the actors have little time to
collect useful data and to process the data from the trials.

3.1.2 The diagnosis of uses: a way to develop new concepts
for tools

The diagnosis of uses can help in devising new concepts for
tools, by revealing ways of using existing tools, not envisaged
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in their design, or by identifying problems peculiar to the users
which will modify the original concept of the tool under
design. Thus, in the case of sclerotinia, farmers and advisors
often combine the available tools to evaluate the risk of
infection over the course of time, by means of a rather sophis-
ticated arrangement described by Cerf and Meynard (2006).
These authors have developed the concept of Information and
Advice Systems (IAS) to account for this arrangement bet-
ween tools, advisors and farmers. Likewise, the difference in
the perception of the risk, as well as the designers' wish to
favour low-input agriculture, led some designers involved in
the sclerotinia project to consider the possibility of coupling
an insurance device to the evaluation of the level of infection
by the petal kit, and thus to develop a new concept for a tool to
limit the fungicide treatments.

In the second case study, discussions about the function-
ality of the tool brought to light a major challenge for those
involved in the assessment of new cultivars: the cost of the
networks and the advantage of reducing the number of trials.
This appeared to be possible once more information could
be extracted from each of the trials. Thus the tool was to

facilitate the optimization of the networks. The diagnosis of
limiting factors, by means of the tool, was used to identify
the trial sites which were redundant because they had the
same limiting factors and thus resulted in the same cultivar
rankings.

3.1.3 Integrating the diversity of uses: what flexibility
to introduce into the tool?

Acknowledging diversity among the cognitive, functional
and operational points of view is important to foster discus-
sions among the participants on the agricultural paradigm
and on the use and user models on which the tool is based.
This raises questions on the flexibility required in the tool.
‘Flexible’ here means that the tool produces information
which will be relevant and reliable for a range of decision
contexts and operating methods.

Hence, in the case of sclerotinia, in order to discuss the
effect of different agricultural paradigms on the threshold
for deciding to spray, we borrowed and adapted some meth-
ods from the world of medicine (see Makowski et al. 2005).

Table 1 Cognitive, functional and operational points of view in the two design projects

Case study Sclerotinia treatment Cultivar assessment (Diagvar)

Cognitive point of view: diversity
of representations of the problem
between designers and users

Users: The risk of a severe attack of sclerotinia is
assessed in relation to the absence of a curative
treatment, the severity of the damage, and the low
cost of the current fungicide (carbendazime)→the
question for the users is not the frequency of
occurrence of a severe attack but rather avoiding
situations resulting in such an attack.

Users: Most commonly, they aim to find a versatile
genotype, on a scale ranging from regional to
national level or even beyond. Some users aim to
find a genotype which renews the available range
of cultivars (quality and earliness).

Users treat the data by comparing the trials in pairs:
no analysis of the overall data on the network
scale.

Agronomists: The tools targeted the treatment of
sclerotinia and do not include the possibility of
complex pathogens. The risk is assessed by the
frequency of occurrence of an attack to justify
treatment.

Agronomists: They work on a network scale to
extract information on the limiting factors. To
assess the adaptation of the genotype to the
environment, they try to analyse the GEI within
the overall network.

Functional point of view: diversity
of aims and ways of producing
information

In the case of wheat, the users combine different
tools to identify the years, the regions and the
fields at risk.

Six different work assessment objectives were
identified: registering, breeding, developing, range
designing, indexing and scoring technological
suitability

To provide advice on the scale of a small region,
advisors use the tools designed to support
treatment decisions on the field scale. Some
farmers use the management tools only when
faced with unusual situations (see Cerf and
Meynard 2006)

Nine types of cultivar trial networks were identified:
registration, start/end of breeding process,
indexing of company's new breeds, commercial
development, seed producers, market development
indexing, technical indexing and milling. (see
Lecomte et al. 2010)

Operational point of view: main
constraints to action

Farmers: In the absence of a curative treatment, they
have to treat before the appearance of the disease.
Most farmers do not want to spend too much time
gathering information.

All the actors face strong organizational constraints:
(1) to collect useful data for the interpretation of
limiting factors in a network, (2) to process the
data from the trials. This must be done in the
period from harvest to next sowing.Advisors: They work on a network of fields (tens of

km2) and have little time for gathering
information.
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The idea was to allow users to evaluate more efficiently the
quality of different indicators (the one provided by the petal
kit, the one which combines the decision grid with the petal
kit, etc.) regarding the effects of the disease on the yield,
according to the decision rule for fungicide application. The
choice of the decision rule also determined how to treat the
risks of type 1 and type 2 errors in the interpretation of an
indicator of the occurrence of the disease in the field (the
incidence of infected flowers). The designers first and fore-
most wanted the tool to allow for a reduction in the frequency
of treatments (accordingly, they tried to give priority to reduc-
ing type 2 errors ‘to treat even if in the end it turns out to be
unnecessary’), whereas the farmers were particularly anxious
not to risk having the disease (thus giving priority to reducing
type 1 errors, i.e. ‘not treating even if it would have been
necessary to do so’). Being flexible here means getting round
this difference while nevertheless keeping the key idea of
avoiding unnecessary treatments.

In the case of the assessment of winter wheat cultivars,
flexibility first had to address the operational diversity among
future users. For example, the future users did not all collect the
same data on the trials: some collected weather data and data on
developmental stages, while others did not. Some data might
moreover be incomplete, or the precision might not always be
the same because of the organizational constraints of those
doing the assessment. For example, for a growth stage record,
some tried to locate the precise day of appearance of the stage
whereas others went past on a given day and noted the stage
reached for each cultivar. The designers thus envisaged the
possibility of making up for the absence of measured data on
the trial networks by introducing qualitative data obtainedwhile
the assessors were visiting the trials. Flexibility also had to
address functional and cognitive diversity among users and
designers. The range of objectives identified (Lecomte et al.
2010) questioned the outputs which might be presented to the
users, and their precision (functional diversity). In fact, the
precision required was not the same if the aim was to exclude
theworst genotypes or to rank all the tested genotypes correctly.
Relevant and significant information differed among the users,
and the tool should have allowed this diversity to be taken into
account. It also had to take on board the fact that most users
tried to identify cultivars which were stable over a range of
environments (which means giving priority to economic con-
siderations), even though the tool was originally designed to
identify cultivars that were suited to certain environments with
well-known characteristics. This discrepancy on the way to
acknowledge GIE should therefore be discussed.

3.2 Second stage: a prototype mediating dialogue
between designers and users

Dialogue around the prototype took place in different ways.
First, as Schön (1983) also found, while using the prototype

the potential users dialogued with their working situations.
Such dialogue enabled them to formulate claims which they
would then address to the designers. Such claims were based
on their experiencing the tool as well as its ability to overcome
some of the problems they wanted to solve. This experience
was then used by the designers to question the model, the tool
and the user's decision making and practices during the
debriefing sessions. Dialogue was thus established not only
amongst the designers and the users (Hatchuel 1996) but also
more generally between humans, artefacts and situations.
Debriefing sessions create learning environments in which
dialogue is supported by the way the prototype responds to
the use made of it in work-like situations: what the tool can or
cannot do for the users, the capabilities which the users ascribe
to it, the difficulties encountered in understanding what the
output means, and finally the difficulties in obtaining the input
data for the tool. During the debriefings, users related the
problems they had encountered and the solutions they had
devised to solve them, when possible. They also spoke about
their discoveries, and the way they started to change their
views on how to go about decision making (the information
on which they grounded their decisions, the usefulness of new
information). It is therefore important for the designers to
accept the fact that the knowledge introduced into the tool,
the capabilities which they envisage, and the ways of using the
tool will be reviewed, and that a new version of the prototype
should be developed.

Debriefings are opportunities to capture discrepancies in
the way participants build a representation of the problem
(collect and interpret information) and their appraisal of the
uncertainty they face in solving this problem. In the case of
cultivar assessment, for instance, the users pointed out prob-
lems in the choice of indicators for limiting factors, in the
precision needed for the input data, in the factors that the
tool sorts out as limiting yield in the network, in the inten-
sity they attributed to these factors, etc. In doing so, they
discussed the assumptions made in the agronomic model
underlying the tool. This was also an opportunity for the
designers to point out the limitations of working on a dataset
which is too homogeneous (variability is needed in the
intensity of the limiting factors on a network scale if they
are to be located).

The exploitation of the debriefings then enabled the partic-
ipants to identify what should, or could, be initiated as regards
both the tool and the users' practices. This was done by
eliciting the cognitive, functional and operational points of
view to which the discussions during the debriefing sessions
refer.

For sclerotinia and from a functional point of view, the
debriefing showed that the challenges of using tools in a local
network, for combining the results in a range of agronomic
situations, was not yet clear for the potential users, although
they usually knew ‘how it works’ (Cerf and Meynard 2006).
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But anticipating the way such a network can operate remained
a difficult task. From a cognitive point of view, the debriefing
also allowed us to point out the lack of reliable knowledge on
the protocols for testing the tool on the scale of a small region.
Likewise, it was an opportunity for lending support to design
concepts which had already emerged during the diagnosis of
uses (insurance scheme, Information and Advice System
(IAS)), and led to the identification of a new design concept,
i.e. ‘an indicator for better timing of treatment in relation to
late infections’. It enabled the designers to further elaborate on
the design concepts which had been experienced during the
prototype use (for example redesign the kit use protocol).
From the operational point of view, proposals emerged to
facilitate the data collection (how to place the petals on the
culture medium for example) or to interpret the results of the
kit (photos to create a reference for classifying the colours
observed in the Petri dishes). On the other hand, little emerged
about what might change as regards the farming practices. In
fact, the farmers lacked confidence in the results of the kit in
relation to the risk they thought they were taking when skip-
ping a treatment. As a result, they did not commit themselves
as to whether they would be willing to change their farming
practices, and discussions mainly focused on how risk was
assessed differently among the participants.

For the cultivar testing computer program and from a
cognitive point of view, the debriefing indicated numerous
problems calling for knowledge development (see Table 2)
but only two of them were taken into account in a new
version of the tool (for details see Prost and Jeuffroy 2007;
Prost et al. 2008). Indeed, compromises had to be found

here between improving the model underlying the tool and
allowing the users to benefit from it while being aware of its
possible shortcomings. From a functional point of view, the
users confirmed the value of the diagnostic stage as such, as
an opportunity to optimize the network and not just a step-
ping stone to testing the tolerance of cultivars to limiting
factors. From an operational point of view, changes were
suggested by the potential users, such as modifying their
experimental protocols to assess certain data not currently
measured, or improving their expertise (through training or
by hiring specialists in statistics and modelling). Moreover,
they asked for a change in the user interface so that they
could go back over the calculations of indicators of the
intensity of limiting factors and the thresholds defined, in
order to assess the limitations expressed by these indicators.

With hindsight, the collective nature of the debriefing
appeared to have several advantages First, the users definitely
felt more legitimate in questioning the designers and discussing
the knowledge and hypotheses embedded in the tool. Second,
in discovering what others have done or intend to do, the users
questioned much more critically their own way of using the
tool. Finally, the questions asked helped users to explore what
others have done. The debriefing was also a way of discussing
what should be taken into account for the prototype to evolve or
what should be done to change the users' own situations.

3.3 Changes in the tools and current state

Table 2 summarizes the changes made to the tools after the
analysis of the users' work situations and after the users had

Table 2 Changes in the tools and knowledge explored following the use of prototypes

Case study Sclerotinia treatment Cultivar assessment (Diagvar)

Changes in the tools after having
analysed the users' work situations
and after the use of the prototypes

Changes in sampling methods and in the
ergonomics of the kit. Identification of the lack of
precision of the table.

Changes in statistical methods

Development of a concept of an insurance system Changes in the protocol for data collection (linked
with the tool): in particular, the nitrogen status of
plants and weather data

Scientific questions which emerge
during the debriefing

Protocol to test a kit-type tool for use on a regional
scale

Redefinition of indicators of certain limiting factors
to be compatible with the experimental practices
of potential users (e.g. reliable indicator of crop
nitrogen status operational in routine use—Prost
and Jeuffroy 2007)

New procedure from the medical world to evaluate
several risk evaluation techniques (ROC curve,
Makowski et al. 2005)

Procedure for managing the balance between types
1 and 2 errors on treatment threshold

Research on models replacing unfeasible data
collection (e.g. model to predict the beginning of
stem elongation)

Thoughts on the properties of indicators used as
decision support: to trigger the treatment, to
identify risk situations, to sort out the situations in
which more precise but more costly indicators
should be used.

Research on statistical methods to (1) improve the
stability of statistical results (Prost et al. 2008),
(2) review the statistical methods estimating
relations between limiting factors and yield loss
(e.g. quantile regression) and (3) define the
criteria for judging the statistical model.
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used prototypes of the tools. It also shows how this process
enabled the researchers to identify the need to extend scientific
knowledge. Note that some choices made to include the users'
proposals in a new version of the tool or in the users' working
environment were to some extent opportunistic taking account
of the time scale of the project, the cost of achieving a
solution, our ability to mobilize other researchers skilled in
the new fields identified, etc. Nevertheless, we kept track of
the users' suggestions and of the scientific questions that the
debriefings raised.

To end this section, we briefly report on the way these
decision support tools are now in use. In 2008, in the case of
sclerotinia, an operational kit for use in a network (vigicolza)
was developed by CETIOM (Penaud and Duroueix 2009). It is
now used extensively throughout France, by advisors mainly.
In the case of Diagvar, a new prototype integrating modifica-
tions to the input data, new statistical methods and a new
interface, was implemented in 2009. In 2010, it was tested on
existing databases by the potential users in interaction with the
designers, and in 2011 by the potential users alone (the design-
ers only interacted afterwards, to obtain feedback). It is
expected to be applied in ‘real-work’ situations on the 2012
harvest. The four plant breeding firms are still involved, as well
as the agency in charge of cultivar registration and INRA's
breeders. Convinced by the results of the first tests of Diagvar
on winter wheat, they have begun its adaptation to other
species (sugar beet, potatoes, peas and maize). The software
has been developed using an open-source language so that
interested parties can take over the formalisms of the tool and
adapt them to their own situation and experimental databases.

4 Taking it further: lessons for design

4.1 Dialogical design is compulsory to incorporate new
theories of action in the redesign of agricultural practices

When practices are to be redesigned to face new challenges
which cannot be addressed with the incumbent theory of
action, decision support will be grounded in new principles
which can result in new theories of action. We suggest that
dialogical design of such decision tools will create opportu-
nities for the users to start developing such new theories of
action, and for designers to better identify the support that
the tool can afford in making decisions based on new
principles. In the case of sclerotinia control, deciding not
to treat, due to environmental impacts, leads to a change of
the guiding principles. The learning environments created
around the use of the prototype offered opportunities to
identify the obstacles to be overcome by users when devel-
oping the new practice, and the way the decision support
tool could be included within the new work situation.

Participatory design has for a long time advocated for the
users' legitimacy to decide on an achievable and relevant
level of change. Here, the design process is meant to also
recognize users' theories of action and the knowledge they
have built to make sense of the ‘real world’ in order to
achieve their objectives and goals. We therefore propose to
call it a dialogical design, to recognize the need to create
multi-level dialogue amongst various practitioners around a
prototype, as well as dialogue between these practitioners,
the prototype and the work situations, as shown by Schön
(1983). A dialogical design methodology is intended to
address the following questions: ‘have we made realistic
assumptions about the way potential users make their deci-
sions nowadays when faced with the type of decision that
the tool should support? To what extent is the underlying
agricultural paradigm shared among designers and users?
How can the tool improve users' ability to take effective
decisions? How will this tool be used, and to what extent
will this use be compatible with the conditions of its valid-
ity? Will the tool fit in with existing procedures, or will it
replace them?’ Our methodology involving two key stages
is an attempt to answer these questions.

Based on our work in the two design projects, we address
these questions via the diagnosis of uses which highlights
various uses requiring flexibility if the tool is to be adapted
to them. The second stage affords the opportunity for
designers and users to discuss the agricultural paradigm, as
well as the use and user models embedded in the prototype.

4.2 Use of a prototype to foster a dialogical design process

Constructing prototypes in collaboration with users and
testing them so that they evolve already exists in agronomy,
for the design of cropping and farming systems (Vereijken
1997; Langeveld et al. 2005; Mischler et al. 2009; Oenema
et al. 2001). Nevertheless, the attention we give to users'
work situations, regarding not only their soil and weather
conditions and the technical operations applied, but also the
cognitive, functional and operational points of view, is im-
portant if we are to take account of uses and users in the
design process. This raises questions on some characteristics
of the prototype and the way to create work-like situations.
The first point concerns the development of the tool. As the
prototype approaches the final version, it is difficult for the
designer to backtrack, due to the costs and time invested. On
the other hand, exploring the most operational aspects with a
highly conceptual artefact (for example a non-implemented
model of agronomic diagnosis in the cultivar trials) is diffi-
cult. In our two examples it was the exploration of the
operational point of view, by directly using the kit or the
Diagvar software, which initiated creativity at the functional
or cognitive levels and led the participants to explore new
functionalities, new problems to solve and the concepts
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which could contribute to this. The second point deals with
the flexibility to give to a tool, starting with the prototype.
Since the design continues into use, the tool created will
necessarily be transformed by the user. The designer thus
has to devise systems which are sufficiently flexible so that
their use allows room for manoeuvre (Béguin 2007). In this
search for flexibility, there is a paradox: the designer must
produce a tangible and practical tool but also a flexible one.
Taking into account users' work situations and their diver-
sity through a diagnostic of use situations and through the
use of a prototype is a way of equipping oneself to create
this flexibility in the design process. This helps to reduce the
search for flexibility to an acceptable level for the design as
it specifies boundaries to action, as suggested by Vicente
(1999). In most agronomic engineering activity, diagnosis is
intended to identify the diversity which has to be considered
(e.g. Meynard 1988; Tittonell et al. 2009), sometimes struc-
tured in typologies. Here, we propose that this diversity
should be organized not only by the soil, weather and
technical factors normally taken into account by agrono-
mists, but also by the cognitive, functional and operational
points of view associated with the use of tools. This suggests
how the flexibility of the tool could be limited accordingly,
to avoid uses which are not compatible with the model
embedded in the tool.

4.3 Design as an interacting process between concepts,
knowledge and users' work situations

On the basis of numerous studies carried out in R & D depart-
ments of industrial firms, Hatchuel and Weil (2009) suggest
that design is a key contribution in the process of creating
knowledge. They argue that design requires a particular form
of reasoning organized around the interaction between two
spaces: that of the concept (C), which is the idea of the
innovation to be designed, and that of the knowledge (K)
needed to design and specify the concept. According to them,
the design process aims at enabling a coordinated expansion
of these two spaces, e.g. enabling the gradual specification of
the concept (or the exploration of new concepts) thanks to
available knowledge and to new knowledge acquisition and
use. In their work, the knowledge space includes both scien-
tific knowledge and users' knowledge about their work sit-
uations. It does not pay attention to the well-known fact that
the relevance and significance of a description of a situation
on which one has to act can differ between scientists and
practitioners, as many researchers have already pointed out
(see for example Cerf and Meynard 2006; Hubert et al. 2009;
McCown 2001). Moreover, it underestimates, from our point
of view, the tangible aspects of the concept, the knowledge
and the decision-making processes. Therefore, as part of our
reflection on agronomic engineering, we propose to elaborate
on their proposal by redefining the C and K spaces and by

distinguishing a third space, which we call the U space (for
use space). For us, the C space is that of the concept, under-
stood as an idea but also as a prototype which is the tangible
part of the concept and which can be handled. The K space is
that of the scientific and technical knowledge which is built
and aggregated through tangible research practices (for in-
stance, modelling or conducting experiments or interviews).
And finally, the U space gives account of users' knowledge. It
includes their theories of action and their decision-making
processes, as well as their tangible work situations. Separating
the U space from the K and C spaces is a way to make explicit
the necessity of dialogue among various practitioners (includ-
ing the researchers who design decision support systems) on
what is relevant and significant for acting in the situation, as
McCown (2001) has already suggested. Moreover, recogniz-
ing the tangibility of each space is a way to make explicit the
need to ground the dialogue in tangible working situations
rather than handling it only at a discursive level. The purpose
of our methodology is therefore to create learning environ-
ments in which the discrepancies between the theories of
action of users and designers are made explicit through the
handling of the prototype in work-like situations. We show
that this way of organizing the dialogue has the result of
expanding the concept of design and enabling further devel-
opment of the prototype, as well as expanding the knowledge
and practices of all the participants. Indeed, we propose a
methodology that organizes the dialogue around a prototype
so that it fosters a coordinated expansion of all three spaces.
Table 2 shows for example how the C space was moved
following the use of the prototypes. For instance, in the case
of sclerotinia, the C space was expanded by new concepts
such as the ‘Information and Advice Systems (IAS)’ (see
Taverne and Cerf 2009), the ‘insurance system’ or ‘an indica-
tor for better timing of treatment in relation to late infections’.
Next, thanks to the debriefings, which explored the cognitive,
functional and operational limits encountered during the use
of the prototype, we notably identified new knowledge needed
on statistical methods to balance type 1 and type 2 errors. In
the Diagvar case, the C space expanded as users acknowl-
edged the advantages of using the tool to ‘optimize a network
of cultivar trials’. Knowledge was produced to test the reli-
ability of a non-destructive test for assessing the nitrogen
status of plants in a range of cropping situations similar to
that encountered by the operators (Prost and Jeuffroy 2007),
and to build new statistical methods to identify limiting factors
in different dataset configurations (Prost et al. 2008). Several
questions could not be addressed immediately but were noted
for further discussion.

At this stage of our work, we cannot affirm that the two
stages of our methodology are neither necessary nor suffi-
cient to encourage the coordinated expansion of the spaces
of concepts or of knowledge. Other researchers (Hatchuel et
al. 2009, in the industrial world, or Groot Koerkamp and
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Bos 2008, in the agricultural domain) monitor this expan-
sion by not only increasing creativity but also including a
variety of actors. Even if further investigation is needed, our
examples show that thinking about uses in practice also
raises the possibility of a coordinated expansion of the
spaces of concepts and knowledge.

4.4 A call for more debates about design methodology in the
agronomic community

The proposals explained in this paper aim to show the value of
scientific reflection on design methodologies. They are
intended to go beyond the usual vision of engineering activity
in agronomy, often regarded as a simple gathering of knowl-
edge produced in the discipline. Our examples show that
design involves both the application of existing knowledge
and the production of new knowledge. They also show that
the production and exploitation of knowledge (whether agro-
nomic or from other disciplines) during this engineering ac-
tivity would be worthy of methodological and conceptual
developments. This will result in greater professionalism on
this aspect of the researcher's work. They suggest that it could
be useful to create opportunities, first for discussion and
exchange within the agronomic community, on theoretical
and methodological aspects worthy of study, and second for
carrying out such activities.

5 Conclusion

Based on two design projects, we have developed and dis-
cussed some propositions for a new participatory process for
the design of agronomic decision support tools. The added
value of this methodology is to enable designers and users to
interact in the joint development of the tool and the working
situations. To develop the methodology, we have focused on
the need to take into account the use situations of the tools
being designed, including their special features and their
diversity, and have proposed two stages to achieve this.
The first stage aims at completing a diagnosis of uses, which
is a new way to start the process of designing decision
support tools. This diagnosis aims to understand the work
situations in which the tools may help to solve a problem.
Three points of view are used to observe and characterize
the work situations: a cognitive one focused on the ways of
representing a problem, a functional one focused on the
tools used to take decisions in that context, and an opera-
tional one focused on the constraints of the activity in which
the tools will be used. We have shown from our two case
studies that such diagnosis is the first way to devise new
concepts (or ideas) of tools and to rethink the flexibility to
give to the tools. The diagnosis is also crucial to be able to
start the second stage as it identifies the work situations in

which the prototype could be used. This second stage ena-
bles the users to use the prototype in real situations and to
debrief on this use. It is also unusual as it allows them to
continue the design into use. Our methodology enabled the
participants of our two design processes to point out diffi-
culties encountered during use and to decide how these
problems should be solved within a new design cycle.

We hope to have provided the agronomic research com-
munity with elements for reflection on a participatory design
approach based on dialogue around a decision support tool,
elaborating on the idea suggested by McCown (2001). We
believe that the dialogue has to take place quite early in the
design process so that it becomes possible to simultaneously
expand the concept, the knowledge and the use spaces, e.g.
expanding both the intangible and tangible dimensions of
these spaces. We invite the community to develop further
methodological discussions on design, since dialogical de-
sign is conducive to the dynamic production and use of
agronomic knowledge.
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